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Various concepts of a Bezoutian of two rational matrix functions are introduced,
thereby extending this concept (previously studied in the framework of matrix and
operator polynomials and analystic functions) beyond the class of analytic func-
tions. Basic properties of the Bezoutians are established. The Bezoutian based on
realizations of the functions in question turns out to be most adequate and is
studied in depth. In particular, its kernel is discribed in terms of the realizations.
The result serves as a crucial ingredient in the proof of the key theorem of the
paper, providing a characterization of the common zero data of two square-size
rational matrix functions in terms of the kernel of their Bezoutian.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In the present paper the various concepts of a Bezoutian for rational
functions are introduced and their key properties are established. Particular
emphasis is placed on the use of the Bezoutians in the problem of deter-
mining common zeroes of a pair of rational matrix functions. To this end
we invoke the results of our previous paper [LR2] in which the latter
problem has been studied from various points of view. For this paper to
come into existence recent developments in two areas have been vital: in
the theory of Bezout operators and in the theory of rational matrix func-
tions. Below we give a brief account of some of these developments.
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The notion of a Bezoutian for two scalar polynomials has a long and
abundant history (see [B, Sy, C, He, Fuj, KN, W]). The definition reads
as follows: if
a(*)= :
l
i=0
ai*i, b(*)= :
m
i=0
bi*i (1.1)
are polynomials with complex coefficients aj , bj (al {0, bm {0, lm), the
Bezout matrix or the Bezoutian Bez(a, b) is the l_l matrix
Bez(a, b)=[#ij] l&1i, j=0 , (1.2)
of which the entries #ij are found from the expansion
(*&+)&1 [a(*) b(+)&a(+) b(*)]= :
l&1
i, j=0
#ij*i+ j. (1.3)
The key feature of the Bezoutian is that the subspace Ker Bez(a, b) can be
explicitly expressed in terms of the common zeroes of a(*) and b(*), and
in particular, its dimension equals the degree of the greatest common
divisor of a(*) and b(*). Due to this and other deep properties the
Bezoutian enjoyed widespread use in classical investigations concerning
root location of scalar polynomials, stability of solutions of linear ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficients and in elimination theory.
We refer the reader to the paper [KN] for history and a detailed survey
of the properties and classical applications of the Bezoutian in the
framework of the theory of symmetric and hermitian forms.
In the past two decades a renewed interest in Bezoutians has been rekin-
dled and new properties, interpretations, and applications of the classical
Bezoutian have been discovered. These developments and the relevant
references can be found in the books [HR, Chaps. 24 ; LaT, Chap. 13],
and in the papers [Kal2, Ba, La, Dal, CD, Da2, Kr, T, LeT1, P, LeT3,
LeT5, HL1, HF]. Moreover, the notion of Bezoutian has been generalized
in two directions: (a) to the case of non-polynomial entire scalar functions,
and (b) to the case of polynomials with matrix or operator coefficients.
The first direction is closely related to some intrinsic developments in the
theory of operators of convolution type. Without going into details we
mention only that in [GH, Sal,2] for certain classes of entire scalar func-
tions of exponential type proper counterparts of the Bezout matrix have
been found. These turn out to be linear operators acting on suitable chosen
infinite-dimensional (Lebesgue) spaces. An important feature of [GH,
Sal,2] is that the Bezoutian is considered in an operator-theoretic
framework.
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Concerning the direction of matrix (operator) polynomials we first note
that if the coefficients aj and bj of the polynomials (1.1) are n_n matrices
with n>1, then a straightforward generalization of the Bezoutian based on
(1.2) and (1.3) is useless: Bez(a, b) may be singular while a(*) and b(*)
have no common eigenvalue (the examples in [GL] can be applied to
illustrate this). Moreover, in the case of matrix polynomials an adequate
notion of ‘‘common zero data’’ has to be built by taking into account not
only common eigenvalues but also common eigenvectors and generalized
eigenvectors corresponding to a common eigenvalue of the matrix poly-
nomials in question. In this framework, the most succesful notion of
Bezoutian has been introduced in [AJ] (see also [BKAK]) in connection
with some problems in system theory and reads as follows. Given two n_n
matrix polynomials
A(*)= :
l
i=0
Ai*i , B(*)= :
l
i=0
Bi*i (Ai , Bi # Cn_n), (1.4)
with det A(*)0, one can always find two supplementary n_n matrix
polynomials
A1(*)= :
m
j=0
A (1)j *
j, B1(*)= :
m
j=0
B (1)j (A
(1)
j , B
(1)
j # C
n_n),
such that
A1(*) A(*)=B1(*) B(*). (1.5)
(This follows from the existence of a common multiple for matrix polyno-
mials; see, e.g., [Mc], [GLR1]. Now the Bezoutian B associated with
(1.5) is difined as the block matrix
B=[1ij]m&1, l&1i=0, j=0 (1.6)
of which the n_n block entries 1ij are found from the expansion
(*&+)&1 [A1(*) A(+)&B1(*) B(+)]= :
m&1
i=0
:
l&1
j=0
*i+ j1ij . (1.7)
It was proved in [LeT1] that the Bezoutian B preserves the properties of
the classical Bezout matrix, and in particular the subspace Ker B (which
doesn’t depend on the choice of A1(*) and B1(*) in (1.5)) completely
describes the common zero data of the given matrix polynomials A(*) and
B(*). The Bezoutian B and its generalizations and modifications have been
applied in diverse areas which include the study of common divisors of
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matrix polynomials [LeT1], various eigenvalue location problems [LeT1,
HR, DY, D, LBK], the theory of Sylvester, Liapunov and Riccati matrix
equations [T, LeT2, 5, CK, Le], inversion of structured matrices [T, CK,
LeT3, 4, Fuh, GS], inertia of matrix polynomials [LRT2]. The concept of
Bezoutian and its main properties have been extended to the framework of
operator polynomials in [LRT1, CK, LM, LR1,] (see also [R]).
The above directions in generalizing the notion of Bezoutian have been
merged in the recent papers [HL1, 2], (see also [Ha]), where Bezout
operators are introduced and their main properties are established for a
large class of analytic matrix and operator functions. The approach of
[HL1, 2, Ha], which is based on representation of the functions under
consideration in realized form served as an important starting point for the
definition and study of the Bezoutian for two rational matrix functions in
this paper. To define this Bezoutian, we recall the notion of realization. Let
V(*) be a matrix whose entries are rational functions of the complex
variable * with complex coefficients (in short, rational matrix function, or
abbreviated r.m.f.). A realization of V(*) is, by definition, the representation
V(*)=D+C(*I&A)&1 B, (1.8)
where D, C, A, and B are constant (i.e., independent of *) matrices of
suitable sizes. The theory of realization is one of the main tools in the
modern development (mainly by electrical engineers) of linear control
systems, and is found in virtually every advanced text on linear systems
(e.g., [KFA, Kai, BGK, So]). Clearly, a necessary condition for existence
of a realization (1.8) is that V(*) is analytic at infinity ; this condition turns
out to be sufficient as well. A realization (1.8) is called minimal if the size
of the matrix A is minimal among all realizations of V(*). The realization
(1.8) is called controllable if the pair of matrices (A, B) is controllable, i.e.,
for some integer l1 the matrix
row[A j&1B] lj=1 :=[B, AB, ..., A
l=1B]
is right invertible. Similarly, (1.8) is called observable if the pair (C, A) is
observable, i.e., the matrix
col[CA j&1]rj=1 :=_
C
CA
b
CAr&1&
is left invertible for some integer r1. A necessary and sufficient condition
for minimality of the realization (1.8) is that it is both controllable and
observable.
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Now let F(*) and G(*) be n_n r.m.f.’s that are analytic at infinity and
take value I there. To define the Bezoutian for F and G we need as in the
matrix polynomials case a supplementary pair F1(*), G1(*) of n_n r.m.f.’s
which also take value I at infinity and satisfy the equality
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*) (1.9)
for all points * # C where all of the functions are analytic. Note that in con-
trast to the polynomial (and analytic) case one such supplementary pair
F1(*), G1(*) with the desired properties is easily found. Indeed, one can
always set F1(*)=I and G1(*)=F(*)[G(*)]&1. Next, write a controllable
realization
_G(*)F(*)&=_
I
I&+_
CG
CF& (*I&A)&1 B, (1.10)
and an observable realization
G1(*), F1(*)]=[I, I]+U(*I&V&1[WG1 WF1]. (1.11)
Then the following result holds true.
Theorem 1.1. There exists a unique matrix T such that the equality
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]=U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B (1.12)
holds for all (*, +) # C2 for which both sides make sense. The matrix T can
be expressed explicitly in terms of the realization (1.10) and (1.11) as
follows:
T=[col[UV j&1] pj=1]
(&1) {_
I
UWF1
b
UV p&2WF1
. . .
. . .
} } }
0
UWF1 I
&
_
CF B
CF AB
b
CF Ap&1B
CF AB
CF A2B
b
CF ApB
} } }
} } }
} } }
CF Ap&1B
CF ApB
b
CF A2p&2B
&&_
I
UWG1
b
UV p&2WG1
. . .
. . .
} } }
0
UWG1 I
&
_
CG B
CG AB
b
CG Ap&1B
CG AB
CG A2B
b
CG ApB
} } }
} } }
} } }
CG Ap&1B
CG ApB
b
CG A2p&2B
&= [row[A j&1B] pj=1](&1)(1.13)
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where p is an integer such that the matrix col[UV j&1] pj=1 is left invertible,
the matrix row[A j&1B] pj=1 is right invertible, and where the superscript
(&1) denotes the appropriate one-sided inverse.
The matrix T from Theorem 1.1 will be called the Bezoutian associated
with the equality (1.9) and realizations (1.10), (1.11). It turns out that in
the case of matrix polynomials after a simple transformation and a suitable
choice of the realizations (1.10), (1.11) the above defined matrix T coin-
cides with the Bezoutian B defined by (1.6), (1.7), and the formula (1.13)
coincides with a well-known representation formula for B (see, e.g.,
[LeT1]). We shall explore these connections in detail in Section 5.
One of the main results of this paper is the description of the kernel of
the Bezoutian T in terms of the coefficients of the controllable realization
(1.10):
Theorem 1.2. Ker T coincides with the maximal (A&BCF)-invariant
subspace (or, what is the same, maximal (A&BCG)-invariant subspace) in
Ker(CF&CG).
As an important ingredient of the proof of the above result we establish
various linear matrix equations (in particular, the equations of the inter-
wining type) that are valid for the Bezoutian T.
Theorem 1.2 is a crucial step in revealing the fundamental feature of the
Bezoutian T, namely, the description of the common zero data of given
r.m.f.’s F(*) and G(*) in terms of Ker T. Another major step in this direc-
tion has been made in our paper [LR2], where the common zero structure
of the functions F(*) and G(*) is explicitly described in terms of their
realizations (1.10). Below we will briefly introduce some relevant notions
leading to the formulation of the main result of [LR2].
Throughout this paper rational matrix functions (r.m.f.’s) are assumed to
be of square size and have determinants that are not identically zeroes.
If F(*)=[ fij (*)]ni, j=1 is an n_n r.m.f. and *0 # C is a pole for at least
one of the entries fij (*) we say that *0 is a pole of F(*). A point *0 # C is
called a zero of F(*) if *0 is a pole of [F(*)]&1. It is noteworthy that, in
contrast with matrix polynomials and analytic matrix functions, r.m.f. may
have a pole and a zero at the same point. This phenomenon is mainly
responsible for the substantial difficulties in analyzing the zeroes of an r.m.f.
as compared with the analytic case. A comprehensive theory of r.m.f.’s
which has been developed recently (see, e.g., [BGK, BGKV, BRan1, 2,
GK1, 2, Go, GKLR3, BGR1-5, BKRV]) includes a thorough study of the
structure of their zeroes an poles. One of the fundamental notions which is
used in this theory for the description of the zero structure of r.m.f. F(*) is
the notion of a null function. An n_1 vector function (*) is called a
(right) null function of F(*) at *0 if (*) is analytic in a neighborhood of
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*0 , (*0){0, F(*) (*) is analytic in a neighborhood of *0 and
[F(*) (*)]*=*0=0. A null function for F(*) at *0 # C exists if and only if
*0 is a zero of F(*). The multiplicity of *0 has a zero of F(*) (*) is called
the order of (*). Under our assumption on F(*) the number of zeroes of
F(*) is finite and the orders of null function are bounded. If
(*)=j=0 (*&*0)
j j (j # Cn) is null function of F(*) of order k at *0 ,
the ordered system of vectors [0 , 1 , ..., k&1] is called a right null chain
of F(*) at *0 and the vector 0 ({0) is the right eigenvector of F(*) at *0 .
The common zero structure of two n_n r.m.f.’s F(*) and G(*) is expressed
in [LR2] via common null functions. An n_1 vector function (*) called
a common (right) null function of F(*) and G(*) at some point *0 # C if
(*) is a null function of *0 for both F(*) and G(*). The minimum of the
multiplicities of *0 as a zero of F(*) (*) and G(*) (*) will be called the
common order or (*). If at *0 # C, there is a common null function, we say
that *0 is a common zero of F(*) and G(*). Note that it may happen that
a point *0 is a zero for both F(*) and G(*), but *0 is not a common zero
of F(*) and G(*) (see Example 1.1 below). In the set O(*0 ; F, G) of all com-
mon null functions of F(*) and G(*) at *0 we choose a canonical sequence
1(*), 2(*), ..., j (*) (1.14)
according to the following rules:
common order of 1(*)
=max[common order of (*) |  # O(*0; F, G)], (1.15)
common order of i+1(*)
=max[common order of (*) |  # O(*0; F, G),
(*0)  span(1(*0), ..., i (*0))](i=1, 2, ...) (1.16)
Now let
i (*)= :

&=0
(*&*0)& &i (i=1, ..., j)
and let ki denote the common order of i (*). The set of null chains
[0i , 1i , ..., ki&1, i](i=1, ..., j) (1.17)
is referred to as a canonical set of common null chains of F(*) and G(*)
at *0 .
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We associate with a canonical set of null chains (1.17) a pair of matrices
C*0=[01 , ..., k1&1, 1 , 02 , ..., k2&1, 2 , ..., 0j , ..., kj&1, j], (1.18)
A*0=Jk1(*0) } } } Jkj (*0),
where Jk(*0) is the (upper triangular) k_k Jordan block with eigenvalue
*0 . We call (C*0 , A*0), and any pair of matrices similar to (C*0 , A*0), the
common right null pair of F(*) and G(*) at *0 . Here two pairs of matrices
(C, A) and (C$, A$) are called similar if C=C$S, A=S&1A$S for some
invertible matrix S. Let *1 , ..., *q be all the distinct common zeros of F(*)
and G(*) in the complex plane, and let (C*0 , A*0) denote a common right
null pair of F(*) and G(*) at *j ( j=1, ..., q). The pair (C, A), where
C=[C*1 , ..., C*q], A=A*1  } } } A*q , (1.19)
as well as any pair of matrices similar to (C, A), is called a common right
null pair of F(*) and G(*) (with respect to C) The common right null pair
is unique up to similarity. The size of the matrix A in (1.19) will be denoted
by z(F, G). Informally, z(F, G) is the total number of common zeroes of
F(*) and G(*), counted with multiplicities.
The main results of [LR2] states that if the realization (1.10) is minimal,
then the common null pair of F(*) and F(*) is given by the pair
(CF |N, (A&BCF)|N)=(CG |N, (A&BCG)|N), (1.20)
where N is the maximal (A&BCF)-invariant subspace contained in
Ker(CF&CG).
Combining this result with Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following result
which is central in our study of the common zeroes problem and
Bezoutians for r.m.f.’s.
Theorem 1.3. Preserving the above notation, assume in addition to the
hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 that the realization (1.10) is minimal. Then the
common (right) null pair of F(*) and G(*) is given by the pair (1.20) where
N=Ker T. In particular, z(F, G)=dim Ker T.
Note that the above theorem provides a clear linear-algebraic procedure
for determining the common zero pair of F(*) and G(*). Note also that in
fact we can describe the common null chains of F(*) and G(*) (see
Corollary 4.2).
At this stage it is worth mentioning that to the best of our knowledge the
notion of a Bezoutian was never introduced for a pair of scalar rational
(non-polynomial) functions. This is quite understandable and natural, since
if f (*) and g(*) are two such functions, one can write them as quotients of
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coprime polynomials f (*)= p(*)[ p1(*)]&1, g(*)=q(*)(q1(*)]&1. and thus
the problem of common zeroes of f (*) and g(*) is equivalent to the same
problem for the polynomials p(*) and q(*). The latter is solved by means
of the classical Bezoutian Bez( p, q). As it is well known (see, e.g., [Mc],
[Kai], or [V]), any n_n r.m.f. F(*) with det F(*)0 also admits a left
coprime fraction representation
F(*)=[DF (*)]&1 NF (*),
where DF (*) and NF (*) are matrix polynomials that are left coprime, i.e.,
Ker N TF (*) & Ker D
T
F (*)=[0], * # C
(here the superscript ‘‘T ’’ denotes matrix transposition). It is also known
[GKvS] that the zeroes of F(*) coincide with those of NF (*) (i.e., with the
zeroes of the scalar polynomial det NF (*)) and F(*) and NF (*) have the
same (right) eigenvectors and right null chains associated with each zero.
Therefore, at first glance, it might appear that, as far as the common zeroes
problem for r.m.f.’s F(*) and G(*) is concerned, one could do without
introducing the Bezoutian T as above and use the Bezoutian B (defined as
in (1.6), (1.7)) of the matrix polynomials NF (*) and NG(*), where NG(*)
comes from a left coprime fraction G(*)=[DG(*)]&1 NG(*). (Of course, to
define B one has to choose two supplementary matrix polynomials M1(*)
and M2(*) such that M1(*) NF (*)=M2(*) NG(*), but note that Ker B
doesn’t depend upon this choice.) It turns out, however, that the basic
property of the Bezoutian would fail with this approach. More precisely,
2(F, G)dim Ker B, (1.21)
with strict inequality not excluded. The following example illustrates this
point.
Example 1.1. Let
F(*)=_10
:*&1
1 &, G(*)=_
1
0
;*&1
1 &,
where : and ; are disjoint nonzero complex numbers. The point *=0 is a
zero for both F(*) and G(*) and =[ 10] is an eigenvector at *=0 for both
F(*) and G(*). However, as one easily checks there is no common null
function at *=0 for F(*) and G(*). Thus z(F, G)=0. On the other hand,
left coprime fractions are given by
F(*)=_*0
0
1&
&1
_*0
:
1&, G(*)=_
*
0
0
1&
&1
_*0
;
1& ,
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and so NF (*)=[ *0
:
1], and NG(*)=[
*
0
;
1] have a common eigenvector =[
1
0]
corresponding to *0=0. Hence dim Ker B1 as it follows from [LeT1].
The rest of this paper consists of Section 26. In Section 2 we define the
Bezoutian T of r.m.f.’s, based on (1.9)(1.11), prove its correctness and
study its behaviour under similarities and reductions of the realizations of
the r.m.f.’s involved. The main theme of Section 3 are various linear matrix
equations (in particular, the equations of the intertwining type) that are
valid for the Bezoutian T. As a consequence of these equations, we obtain
the description of Ker T given in Theorem 1.2. Combining the results of
Section 3 with those of [LR2], we obtain in Section 4 one of the main
results of this paper (Theorem 4.1), which provides a description of the
common null data of two given r.m.f.’s in terms of their Bezoutian T, and
contains, in particular, Theorem 1.3. We give also in this section an inter-
pretation of Theorem 1.3 in terms of common null functions and in terms
of right coprimeness of the r.m.f.’s F(*) and G(*) . A concept related to the
Bezoutian T introduced above, which we call the coefficient Bezoutian, is
introduced in Section 5. This concept is more directly related to the
Bezoutian B of matrix polynomials. The connections between the coef-
ficient Bezoutian and the Bezoutian T (defined in Theorem 1.1) are studied,
and as a byproduct we obtain various formulas for T. The formula (1.13)
is one of them. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss briefly some dual concepts
of Bezoutian that relate to the left common zeros and left and right com-
mon poles of given r.m.f.’s in the same way that the Bezoutian T relates to
right common zeros.
Throughout the paper, the matrices are assumed to be over the field of
complex numbers C. The p_q matrices will be understood as linear trans-
formations Cq  C p, in the natural way. We will sometimes use the
language of matrices and the language of linear transformations inter-
changeably. For example, we will use the concept of an A-invariant sub-
space, for an n_n matrix A. The restriction of A to its invariant subspace
L will be denoted A | L. For an m_n matrix X, we denote
Im X=[Xy | y # Cn], Ker X=[ y # Cn | Xy=0].
For column and row block matrices, we use the shorthands
col[Zj] tj=1=_
Z1
Z2
b
Zr
& , row[Yj] sj=1=[Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ys].
The set of eigenvalues of a square size matrix A is denoted _(A).
We will use standard facts and concepts concerning realizations of
rational matrix functions.
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2. DEFINITION OF THE BEZOUTIAN
In this section we define Bezoutians for a pair of n_n r.m.f.’s F(*) and
G(*) which are analytic at infinity. To this end, assume that a supplemen-
tary pair of n_n r.m.f.’s F1(*) and G1(*) (also analytic at infinity) is chosen
such that the equality
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*) (2.1)
holds true for any * # C which is not a pole for any of the functions F, F1 ,
G and G1 . As we shall see in the sequel the kernel of the Bezoutian will be
independent on the choice of F1 and G1 .
Throughout this section, we fix a joint controllable realization [A; B; CG ,
CF] for G(*) and F(*); in other words, A, B, CG , and CF are matrices of
appropriate sizes,
G(*)=DG+CG(*I&A)&1 B, (2.2)
F(*)=DF+CF (*I&A)&1 B, (2.3)
hold, and the pair (A, B) is controllable. Also, fix a joint observable realiza-
tion [V ; WG1 , WF1 ; U] for G1(*) ; that is,
G1(*)=DG1+U(*I&V)
&1 WG1 , (2.4)
F1(*)=DF1+U(*I&V)
&1 WF1 , (2.5)
and the pair (U, V) is observable.
Theorem 2.1. There is a unique linear transformation T such that the
equality
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]=U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B (2.6)
holds for all pairs (*, +) # C2 with *{+, *  _(V), +  _(A), * is not a pole of
F1(*) or of G1(*) and + is not a pole of F(+) or of G(+).
Proof. The proof follows the main ideas of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in
[HL1]. We develop several formulas:
(*&+)&1 (F1(*)&F1(+))
=(*&+)&1 [U(*I&V)&1 WF1&U(+I&V)
&1 WF1]
=&U(*I&V)&1 (+I&V)&1 WF1 . (2.7)
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Analogously,
(*&+)&1 (G1(*)&G1(+))=&U(*I&V)&1 (+I&V)&1 WG1 . (2.8)
Now
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]
=(*&+)&1 [(F1(*)&F1(+)) F(+)&(G1(*)&G1(+)) G(+)]
=U(*I&V)&1 D(+),
where D(+) is an r.m.f. that depends on + only; moreover, D(+) is analytic
at infinity and D()=0. Analogously,
(*&+)[F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]=E(*)(+I&A)&1 B,
where E(*) is rational and E()=0. So
U(*I&V)&1 D(+)=E(*)(+I&A)&1 B. (2.9)
Let
D(+)=C1(+I&A1)&1 B1 , E(*)=C2(*I&A2)&1 B2
be minimal realizations for D(+) and E(*).
Since the pair (U, V) is observable and the pair (A, B) is controllable we
can choose an integer p such that the matrix q :=col[UV j&1] pj=1 is left
invertible, while the matrix row [A j&1B] pj=1 is right invertible. Developing
all the terms in (2.9) into Taylor series in a neighbourhood of infinity one
obtains
col[UV j&1] pj=1 row[C1A
j&1
1 B1]
p
j=1
=col[C2A j&12 B2]
p
j=1 row[A
j&1B] pj=1. (2.10)
Put
T=q(&1) col[C2A j&12 B2]
p
j=1 ,
where q(&1) stands for a left inverse of q. From (2.9) we have
UV j&1D(+)=C2A j&12 B2(+I&A)
&1 B( j=1, 2, ...).
This implies that D(+)=T(+I&A)&1 B, and (2.6) follows.
The uniqueness of T is easily verified. Indeed, if T1 and T2 satisfy (2.6),
then
U(*I&V)&1 (T1&T2)(+I&A)&1 B#0.
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It follows that
col[UV j&1] pj=1(T1&T2) row[A
j&1B] pj=1=0
for p=1.2. . . and the observability of (U, V) and the controllability of
(A, B) imply the desired equality T1&T2=0.
The linear transformation T from (2.6) will be called the Bezoutian
associated with the equality (2.1). Of course, T depends also on the realiza-
tions (2.2)(2.5) ; usually, we work with fixed realizations, and thus this
dependence will be suppressed in the notation and terminology.
Note that in Theorem 2.1 we have not assumed that the joint control-
lable and observable realizations (2.2)(2.5) are minimal. If these are not
minimal, then we can reduce these realizations, i.e., replace them by realiza-
tions where A and V have smaller sizes. The reduction is a well-known
procedure (see, e.g., [BGK], [GLR2]). According to this procedure, and
taking into account that the pair (A, B) is controllable, every reduction of
the realization
_G(*)F(*)&=_
DG
DF&+_
CG
CF& (*I&A)&1 B (2.11)
is similar to
_G(*)F(*)&=_
DG
DF&+C0(*I&A)&1 B (2.12)
Here C0 , A0 , and B0 are taken from the block matrix representation
_CGCF&=[0, C0], A=_
A11
0
A12
A0 & , B=_
B1
B0&
with respect to a direct sum decomposition Cs=L1+M1 (here s_s is the
size of A). It is easy to see that the pair (A0 , B0) is controllable. A minimal
realization (2.12) can be obtained as a reduction of (2.11) by setting
L1=j=0 Ker([
C1
C2
] A j). Dually, any reduction of the realization
[G1(*), F1(*)]=[DG1 , DF1]+U(*I&V)
&1 [WG1 , WF1] (2.13)
is similar to
[G1(*), F1(*)]=[DG1 , DF1]+U(*I&V)
&1 W0 , (2.14)
where
U=[U0 , U1], V=_V00
V12
V22& , [WG1 , WF1]=_
W0
0 & ,
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with respect to a direct sum decomposition C t=M2+N2 , where t_t is the
size of V. Here, the pair (U0 , V0) is necessarily observable, and a minimal
realization (2.14) is obtained by setting M2=j=0 Im(V
j[WG1 , WF1]).
The behaviour of the Bezoutian with respect to restrictions of the joint
controllable an joint observable realizations (2.2)(2.5) is described as
follows.
Proposition 2.2. The Bezoutian T : C s  C t (bassed on (2.1)) corre-
sponding to the realizations (2.2)(2.5) and the Bezoutian T0 : M1  M2
(based on (2.1)) corresponding to the restricted realizations (2.12) and (2.14)
are related by
T=_00
T0
0 & : L1 +4 L1  M2 +4 N2 .
Proof. By definition of the Bezoutians, we have
U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B=U0(*I&V0)&1 T0(+I&A0)&1 B0 . (2.15)
Write T as a 2_2 block matrix
T=_T11T21
T12
T22& : L1 +4 L1  M2 +4 N2 .
The block triangular forms of V and A, together with the equality (2.15),
yield
U(*I&V)&1 _T11T21
T12&T0
T22 & (+I&A)&1 B=0.
Now, as in the proof of uniqueness of the Bezoutian in Theorem 2.1, we
obtain
_T11T21
T12&T0
T22 &=0,
and the proposition follows. K
Proposition 2.3. Let T be the Bezoutian corresponding to the realiza-
tion (2.2)(2.5), and let T be the Bezoutian corresponding to the joint con-
trollable realizations [S &11 AS1 ; S
&1
1 B ; CGS1 , CF S1] for G(*) and F(*),
and the joint observable realizations [S &12 VS2 ; S
&1
2 WG1 , S
&1
2 WF1 ; US2] for
G1(*) and F1(*), where S1 and S2 are invertible matrices. Then T=S &12 TS1 .
This proposition follows at once from the formula (2.6) and the unique-
ness of the Bezoutian corresponding to the realizations (2.2)(2.5).
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Of special interest is the case when the realizations [A ; B ; CG , CF] and
[V ; WG1 , WF1 ; U] are minimal. We say that the joint controllable realiza-
tion [A ; B ; CG , CF] for G(*) and F(*) is minimal if the size of the matrix
A is minimal among all joint controllable realizations for G(*) and F(*),
or, equivalently, if the pair ([ CGCF], A) is observable. Analogously, the mini-
mality of joint observable realizations is defined. The state isomorphism
theorem (which is a cornerstone of the modern realization theory and has
originated in [Kal1], [Y]) states that any two minimal joint controllable
(or joint observable) realizations for the same pair of rational matrix func-
tions are similar. Proposition 2.3 implies therefore the following result.
Corollary 2.4. The Bezoutians (based on (2.1)) corresponding to various
minimal joint controllable realizations for G(*) and F(*), and to various min-
imal joint observable realizations for G1(*) and F1(*), are equivalent to each
other. In other words, any two such Bezoutians are obtained from each other
by postmultiplication and premultiplication by invertible matrices.
Thus, the rank of the Bezoutian T (under the hypothesis of minimality
of [A ; B ; CG , CF] and [V ; WG1 , WF1 ; U]) does not depend on the choice
of the realizations (2.2)(2.5), and therefore one may expect that rank T
could be expressed in terms of the r.m.f.’s G, F, G1 , and F1 themselves. This
is indeed the case, as Theorem 1.3 shows; moreover, rank T depends only
on F and G.
We conclude this section with an explicit formula for the Bezoutian.
Proposition 2.5. Let
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]= :

j, k=0
*&( j+1)+&(k+1)1jk (2.16)
be the Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of infinity, and let the integer
p be so large that the matrix col[UV j&1] pj=1 is left invertible and the matrix
row[A j&1B] pj=1 is right invertible. Then
T=(col[UV j&1] pj=1)
(&1) [1jk] p&1j, k=0 (row[A
j&1B] pj=1)
(&1), (2.17)
where the superscript (&1) designates a right or a left inverse, as
appropriate.
Proof. Write the power series expansion of U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B
in the neighborhood of infinity:
U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B= :

j, k=0
*&( j+1)+&(k+1)UV jTAkB. (2.18)
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Now use formula (2.6) to obtain
1jk=UV jTAkB( j, k=0, 1, ...). (2.19)
These equalities imply (2.17) immediately. K
Note that the formula (2.17) does not depend on the choice of p
(assuming p is sufficiently large) and on the choice of the on-sided inverses.
3. INTERTWINING EQUATIONS AND KERNEL OF BEZOUTIAN
In this section we develop the description of the kernel of the Bezoutian
in terms of the matrices that form the realizations (2.2)(2.5). We will
return to the description of the kernel in the next section, where an inter-
pretation in terms of common zeroes will be given.
As in the previous section, let an equality (2.1) be given, with joint
observable and joint controllable realizations (2.2)(2.5), and let T be the
corresponding Bezoutian given by (2.6). The following result, which is of
independent importance, will play a crucial role in our considerations.
Theorem 3.1. Assume DG=DF=DG1=DF1=I. Let
A_F =A&BCF , V
_
G1=V&WG1 U.
Then T satisfies the following equalities:
TA_F =V
_
G1 T, (3.1)
TB=WG1&WF1 , (3.2)
UT=CF&CG . (3.3)
Proof. Write the equalities (2.16), (2.18), (2.19):
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]
= :

j, k=0
*&( j+1)+&(k+1)1jk
= :

j, k=0
*&( j+1)+&(k+1)UV jTAkB
=U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B. (3.4)
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The left-hand side can be rewritten in the form
[F(+)&G(+)+U(*I&V)&1 WF1 F(+)&U(*I&V)
&1 WG1 G(+)]
_(*&1+* &2++*&3+2+ } } } ),
so the coefficient of *&1 is
F(+)&G(+)=(CF&CG)(+I&A)&1 B. (3.5)
The coefficient of *&1 in the right-hand side of (3.4) is
UT(+I&A)&1 B. (3.6)
Comparing (3.5) and (3.6), and using the controllability of (A, B) (which
implies that  Im[(+I&A)&1 B]=C m, where the sum is taken over all
+ # C"_(A) and m_m is the size of A), we obtain (3.3). To obtain (3.2),
apply a similar argument by computing the coefficient of +&1 in (3.4).
Next, we prove (3.1). Observe two equalities:
TA_F =TA&TBCF=TA&(WG1&WF1) CF ,
V _G1 T=VT&WG1 UT=VT&WG1(CF&CG).
Therefore, to prove (3.1), it will suffice to verify
TA&VT=R1 , (3.7)
where R1 :=WG1 CG&WF1 CF . Let W(+)=T(+I&A)
&1 B. By (3.4), and by
(2.7), (2.8),
U(*I&V)&1 W(+)
=(*&+)&1 [[F1(*)&F1(+)] F(+)
&[G1(*)&G1(+)] G(+)]
=&U(*I&V)&1 (+I&V)&1 WF1 F(+)
+U(*I&V)&1 (+I&V)&1 WG1 G(+)
=U(*I&V)&1 (+I&V)&1 [WG1 G(+)&WF1 F(+)].
By the observability of (U, V) we obtain
W(+)=(+I&V)&1 [WG1 G(+)&WF1 F(+)]
=(+I&V)&1 [WG1&WF1]
+(+I&V)&1 [WG1 CG(+I&A)
&1 B&WF1 CF (+I&A)
&1 B]
=(+I&V)&1 (WG1&WF1)+(+I&V)
&1 R1(+I&A)&1 B.
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So
(+I&V) T(+I&A)&1 B=WG1&WF1+R1(+I&A)
&1 B.
Compare coefficients of +&1, +&2, ..., +&p in both sides to obtain
(&VT+TA) B=R1B, ..., (&VT+TA) A p&1B=R1 Ap&1B.
Taking p sufficiently large, in view of the controllability of (A, B) the
equality (3.7) follows.
Theorem 3.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Then Ker T coin-
cides with the maximal A_F -invariant subspaced contained in Ker(CF&CG).
Clearly, A_F x=A
_
G x for every x # Ker(CF&CG). Thus, we can replace
A_F by A
_
G in Theorem 3.2.
Proof. Equation (3.3) implies that Ker TKer(CF&CG). Equation
(3.1) implies that Ker T is A_F -invariant
Let now N be the A_F -invariant subspace contained in Ker(CF&CG).
We prove that NKer T, using equations (3.1) and (3.3). Let x # N.
Then
UTx=(CF&CG) x=0,
and therefore V _G1 Tx=VTx. Now for m=0, 1, ...,
T(A_F )
m x=V _G1 T(A
_
F )
m&1 x=VT(A_F )
m&1 x
=VV _G1 T(A
_
F )
m&2 x= } } } =VmTx,
and
UVmTx=UT(A_F )
m x=(CF&CG)(A_F )
m x=0.
By the observability of (U, V) we obtain Tx=0. K
Note that Ker T does not depend on F1 and G1 . We will reinterpret
Theorem 3.2 in the next section.
The statement of Theorem 3.2 can be somewhat simplified under the
additional hypothesis that Ker B=[0].
Corollary 3.3. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied, and
assume that Ker B=[0]. Then Ker T coincides with the maximal
A_F -invariant (or A
_
G -invariant) subspace L such that A
_
F |L=A
_
G |L.
Proof. Let N be the maximal A_F -invariant subspace contained in
Ker(CF&CG). Clearly, NL and NKer T by Theorem 3.2. It remains
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to prove that LN, or equivalently, that LKer(CF&CG). Let x # L.
Then A_F x=A
_
G x, which implies BCFx=BCG x. But Ker B=[0] ; so
CF x=CGx, and x # Ker(CF&CG), as required. K
The hypothesis that Ker B=[0] is not always satisfied (see Example 4.1
in the next section). It turns out, however, that if
V(*)=D+C(*I&A)&1 B (3.8)
is a realization with observable (C, A), then
Ker B=, Ker(V(*)&V()), (3.9)
where the intersection is taken over all * # C which are not poles of V(*).
Indeed, the inclusion  in (3.9) is evident in view of (3.8). To prove the
opposite inclusion, let x #  Ker(V(*)&V())= Ker(C(*I&A)&1 B),
and let y=Bx. Then y # , Ker(C(*I&A)&1), and using the Taylor series
expansion for (*I&A)&1 in a neighborhood of infinity, we obtain
y # ,

j=0
Ker(CA j)=0,
where the latter equality is ensured by the observability of (C, A). Thus
x # Ker B, and (3.9) follows. The equality (3.9) shows that Ker B{[0] if
and only if V(*) has a constant (i.e., independent of *) column, perhaps in
a different constant basis. In this sense, the equality Ker B=[0] is a com-
monplace rather than an exception.
The hypothesis that DG=DF=DG1=DF1=I in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
and Corollary 3.3 can be replaced by the assumptions that DG , DF , DG1 ,
and DF1 are invertible. Indeed, the equality
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*) (3.10)
implies DF1DF=DG1 DG . Let
G (*)=D&1G G(*) ; G 1(*)=D
&1
G D
&1
G1 G1(*) DG ;
F (*)=D&1F F(*) ; F 1(*)=D
&1
F D
&1
F1 G1(*) DF .
Then
F 1(*) F (*)=G 1(*) G (*), (3.11)
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and the r.m.f ’s F 1(*), F (*), G 1(*), and G (*) take value I at infinity. The
realizations (2.2)(2.5) lead to
G (*)=I+CG 1(*I&A)
&1 B, F (*)=I+CF 1(*I&A)
&1 B, (3.12)
G 1(*)=I+U (*I&V)&1 WG 1 , F 1(*)=I+U (*I&V)
&1 WF 1 , (3.13)
where CG =D&1G CG , CF =D
&1
F CF , U =D
&1
G D
&1
G1 U, WG 1=WG1 DG ,
WF 1=WF1 DF . Clearly, [A ; B ; CG , CF ] is joint controllable and
[V ; WG 1 , WF 1 ; U ] is joint observable. The Bezoutian T that corresponds
to (3.11) and to the realizations (3.12)(3.13) coincides with the Bezoutian
T of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Thus, equalities (3.1)(3.3) take the form
T(A&BD&1F CF)=(V&WG1D
&1
G1 U) T,
TB=WG1 DG&WF1DF , D
&1
G D
&1
G1 U=D
&1
F CF&D
&1
G CG ,
while the statement of Theorem 3.2 becomes: Ker T coincides with the
maximal (A&BD&1F CF)-invariant subspace in Ker(D
&1
F CF&D
&1
G CG).
In contrast, the hypothesis that DF , DG , DF1 , and DG1 are invertible is
essential for Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and Corollary 3.3.
4. KERNEL OF BEZOUTIAN AND COMMON ZEROES OF
RATIONAL MATRIX FUNCTIONS
In this section we describe the common zero structure of the two r.m.f.’s
in terms of their Bezoutian. To this end, we invoke the results of our paper
[LR2].
Given two n_n r.m.f.’s F(*) and G(*) with value I at infinity, we assume,
as in Sections 2 and 3, that equality (2.1) holds:
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*), (4.1)
a joint controllable realization [A ; B ; CG , CF] for G(*) and F(*), and a
joint observable realization [V ; WG1 , WF1 ; U] for G1(*) and F1(*) are at
hand and the Bezoutian T is defined by
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]=U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B. (4.2)
Futhermore, we assume that G1()=F1()=I (the more general situa-
tion when these matrices are merely invertible can be treated as well using
the approach outlined at the end of Section 3).
It was already shown in Section 1 that Theorem 3.2 in conjunction with
the results of [LR2] implies Theorem 1.3, providing a description of the
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common null pair of F(*) and G(*). Now we are going to relax the condi-
tions of minimality of the realization (1.10) in Theorem 1.3 at the expense
of some additional (technical) concepts in the formulation. The following
notion is needed. Let (X, Q) be a right admissible pair of base dimension n,
i.e., Q is a matrix of square size, say s_s, and X is a matrix of size n_s.
Let L be a direct complement of j=0 Ker XQ
j. Then the pair
(X | L, Q | L) is observable and is uniquely defined up to similarity. This
pair will be referred to as the observable part of (X, Q).
Theorem 4.1 Preserve the above notations and hypotheses. Then the
common (right) null part of F(*) and G(*) coincides with the observable part
of the pair
(CG | N, (A&BCG | N)=(CF | N, (A&BCF | N), (4.3)
where N :=Ker T.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is obtained by combining Theorem 3.2 and
Theorem 7.1 in [LR2]. The latter result states that if (A ; B ; CG , CF) is a
joint controllable realization of G(*) and F(*), then the common (right)
null pair of F(*) and G(*) coincides with the observable part of the pair
(4.3), where N stands for the maximal (A&BCG)-invariant subspace,
contained in Ker(CG&CF).
Theorem 1.3 is a particular case of Theorem 4.1, since the assumption
that the joint controllable realization (A ; B ; CG , CF) is minimal implies
that the pair (4.3) is observable (see proof of Theorem 3.3 in [LR2]).
We now recast Theorem 1.3 in terms of common (right) null chains. To
this end, let
,j0 , ..., ,j, kj&1 ( j=1, ..., r) (4.4)
be a basis in N=Ker T, in which A&BCG has a Jordan normal form; so
that (4.4) are Jordan chains of A&BCG corresponding to its eigenvalues
*1 , ..., *r , respectively, (the eigenvalues *1 , ..., *r are not necessarily dis-
tinct). From Theorem 4.3, and by the definition of a common null pair of
F(*) and G(*), we have now the following result.
Corollary 4.2. Assume the hypotheses and preserve the notations
of Theorem 1.3. Then the eigenvalues of (A&BCG) | N=(A&BCF) | N
coincide with the common zeroes of F(*) and G(*), and for all
*0 # _((A&BCG) | N) the multiplicities of *0 as an eigenvalue of
(A&BCG) | N are exactly the common orders of common right null func-
tions of F(*) and G(*) corresponding to *0 in a canonical set of common
right null functions corresponding to all common zeros of these functions.
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Furthermore, let (4.4) be a Jordan basis of A&BCG=A&BCF in N.
Then
CF ,j0 , ..., CF ,j, kj&1 ( j=1, ..., r)
is a canonical set of common right null chains of G(*) and G(*).
Next, we turn to the connections between the null pairs of r.m.f.’s and
the kernel of their Bezoutian. The null pair of an n_n r.m.f. F(*) is defined
in much the same way as the common null pair. First one defines a canoni-
cal set (1.14) of (right) null functions of F(*) at *0 using rules of the form
(1.15), (1.16) in which ‘‘common order’’ is replaced by ‘‘order.’’ Then a
canonical set of (right) null chains of F(*) at *0 is defined as in (1.17), where
ki stands for the order of i (*). Finally, one introduces the (right) null pair
of F(*) by (1.18) and (1.19), where *1 , ..., *q are all the distinct zeroes of
F(*). Note that, if F(*)=I+CF (*I&A)&1 B is a controllable realization,
then the observable part of the pair (CF , A&BCF) coincides with the right
null pair of F(*) (see, e.g., [BGK], [GLR2], [BGR5], or Proposition 3.1
in [LR2]).
Let us recall also the notion of a greatest common restriction which will
be used in the next theorem (see [KLR1] or [LR2] for more details).
Given two right admissible pairs (C1 , A1) and (C, A) with the same base
dimension, we say that (C, A) is a restriction of (C1 , A1) if there exists an
injective linear transformation (i.e., matrix with linearly independent
columns) 9 such that C=C19, 9A=A1 9. A right admissible pair (C, A)
is called a common restriction of right admissible pairs (C1 , A1) and of
(C2 , A2) having the same base dimension if (C, A) is a restriction
of (C1 , A1) and of (C2 , A2). A common restriction (C, A) of (C1 , A1),
(C2 , A2) is called greatest common restriction if any other common restric-
tion of (C1 , A1), (C2 , A2) is in turn a restriction of (C, A). If the pair
(C1 , A1) is observable, then the greatest common restriction (C, A) of
(C1 , A1) and (C2 , A2) exists and is unique up to similarity, and there is an
A1-invariant subspace M such that (C, A) can be identified with (C1 | M,
A1 | M).
The comparison (made in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in [LR2]) of the com-
mon null pair of F(*) and G(*) with the greatest common restriction of the
null pairs of F(*) and G(*) leads to our next result:
Theorem 4.3. Assume the hypotheses and preserve the notation of
Theorem 1.3. Let M be the (A&BCF)-invariant subspace such that
(CF | M, (A&BCF) | M) is a greatest common restriction of the right null
pairs of F(*) and G(*). Then Ker TM. If at least one of the functions F(*)
and G(*) has its poles disjoint from its zeros, then, in fact, Ker T=M.
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We present now an example showing that the situation when Ker T{M
(in the notation of Theorem 4.3) is actually possible.
Example 4.1. Let
F1(*)=G(*)=_10
2*&1
1 & ; G1(*)=F(*)=_
1
0
*&1
1 & .
A minimal joint controllable realization [A ; B ; CG , CF] for G(*) and F(*)
is given by
A=0, B=[0, 1], CF=_10&, CG=_
2
0& .
A minimal joint observable realization [V ; WG , WF ; U] is given by
V=0, U=_10&, WG1=[0, 1], WF1=[0, 2].
A calculation shows that
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]=_00
&*&1+&1
0 & ,
and therefore the equality (4.2) takes the form
_00
&*&1+&1
0 &=_
1
0& *&1(&1) +&1[0, 1].
So, the Bezoutian T associated with the equality
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*)
is given by T=&1. Clearly, Ker T=[0] as ensured by Theorem 1.3
because Ker(CF&CG)=[0]. So N=[0] (in the notation of Theorem
1.3). Observe that BCF=BCG=0, and therefore A_F =A
_
G =A. Also, the
pairs (CF , A) and (CG , A) are observable. It follows that (CF , A) (resp.
(CG , A)) is a right null pair of F(*) (resp. G(*)). On the other hand,
(CF , A) and (CG , A) are similar, so the greatest common restriction of the
pairs (CF , A) and (CG , A) coincides with either of these pairs. Thus M=C.
As it is shown in [LR2], the common zeroes for r.m.f.’s are closely
related to common minimal divisors. We refer the reader to [BGR4],
[LR2] for the relevant definitions. Here we point out that in the explicit
construction of the pole-maximal common divisor given in Remark 6.2 of
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[LR2], the subspace N can be identified with Ker T. Note also that
Theorem 6.3 of [LR2] implies the following fact:
Proposition 4.4. Maintaining the notation and hypothesis of Theorem
4.3. the r.m.f.’s F(*) and G(*) have a greatest common minimal divisor if and
only if Ker T=M.
A particular case of Theorem 1.3 deserves to be stated separately.
Corollary 4.5. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3. Then Ker T=
[0] if and only if F(*) and G(*) have no common right null functions.
Another interpretation of Corollary 4.5 can be given in terms of coprime-
ness. We adopt the definition of coprimeness from [LR2]. We say that
r.m.f.’s M1(*), ..., Ml (*) of sizes m1 _n, ..., ml_n, respectively, are right
coprime if there exist matrix polynomials X1(*), ..., Xl (*) such that
X1(*) M1(*)+ } } } +Xl (*) Ml (*)#I.
Corollary 4.6. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. The following
statements are equivalent:
(i) F(*) and G(*) are right coprime ;
(ii) F(*) and G(*) have no common right null functions (corre-
sponding to any *0 # C) ;
(iii) Ker T=[0].
The proof of Corollary 4.6 is obtained by combining Proposition 5.1 of
[LR2] and Corollary 4.5.
5. THE COEFFICIENT BEZOUTIAN AND EXPLICIT
FORMULAS FOR BEZOUTIANS
In this section we first introduce a Bezoutian from a different point of
view, namely, based on the coefficients 1ij in the power series expansion
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]= :

i=0
:

j=0
*&i&1+& j&11ij . (5.1)
Here, as before, F1(*), F(*), G1(*), and G(*) are n_n r.m.f.’s which are
analytic at infinity and satisfy the equation
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*). (5.2)
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For p=1, 2, ..., define the pth coefficient Bezoutian K ( p) by
K (p)=_
100
110
b
1p&1, 0
101
111
b
1p&1, 1
} } }
} } }
} } }
10, p&1
11, p&1
b
1p&1, p&1
& . (5.3)
Thus, K ( p) is a pn_pn matrix.
The connection with the Bezoutian T defined by (2.6) is easily found
(see (2.19)):
K ( p)=col[UV j] p&1j=0 T row[A
jB] p&1j=0 . (5.4)
In particular, rank K ( p)rank T for all p. Taking p so large that
col[UV j] p&1j=0 is left invertible and [B, AB, ..., A
p&1B] is right invertible,
we see immediately that rank K ( p)=rank T. In view of Theorem 4.1, we
obtain
Theorem 5.1. Let F, G, F1 , and G1 be n_n r.m.f.’s such that (5.2) holds.
Assume that [A ; B ; CG , CF] is a minimal joint controllable realization of G
and F, while [V ; WG1 , WF1 ; U] is a minimal joint observable realization of
G1 and F1 . Let d (resp. d1) be the size of A (resp. of V). Then for every
pmax(d, d1),
q=dim Ker K ( p)+d&pn,
where q is the size of the matrix A taken from a common right null pair
(C , A ) of F(*) and G(*).
Informally, q is the total number of common zeros of F and G in C
(counting multiplicities). Observe that q=dim Ker T is generally different
form dim Ker K ( p). The situation here is analogous to the properties of the
Bezoutian for matrix polynomials (as introduced and studied in [AJ],
[BKAK], [LeT1]), where the dimension of the kernel of such Bezoutians
is not smaller than the number of common zeros of the matrix polyno-
mials ; these numbers become equal only if common zeros at infinity,
defined in a particular way, are accounted for as well (see [GKLR1],
[GKLR2], [GLR1]). In fact, there exists a direct connection between the
Bezoutian of matrix polynomials defined in (1.6), (1.7), and the coefficient
Bezoutian K ( p). Indeed, recall that if n_n matrix polynomials L1 , L, M1 ,
and M (all of degree l) satisfy the equality L1(*) L(*)=M1(*) M(*), the
Bezoutian BL1, M1(L, M) is defined by
BL1, M1(L, M)=[1ij]
l
i, j=1 ,
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where
(*&+)[L1(*) L(+)&M1(*) M(+)]= :
l
i, j=1
*i&1+ j&11ij .
It is straightforward to check that BL1, M1(L, M) coincides with the coef-
ficient Bezoutian defined by (5.1)(5.3), where
G1(*)=L1(*&1) ; G(*)=L(*&1) ; F1(*)=M1(*&1) ; F(*)=M(*&1).
We now develop several formulas for the coefficient Bezoutian that later
in this section will be applied to obtain more useful formulas for the
Bezoutian T. First, introduce the following notation. If V(*) is an n_n
r.m.f. with value I at infinity, and if V(*)=I+j=1 *
&1vj is the power
series expansion of V(*) in the neighbourhood of infinity, we denote by
H (k)V the block Hankel matrix
H (k)V =(vj+i&1)
k
i, j=1=_
v1
v2
vk
vk
v2
} } }
} } } vk
b
v2k&1
& (k=1, 2, ...).
Hankel matrices of this type are well known in the literature. We quote an
important result which in the scalar case n&1 goes back to Kronecker
(see, e.g., [Ga]), and in the matrix case is a part of a general realization
and minimality theory developed in [Kal1], [Y] (see also the books
[KFA], [Rs], [Kai]): There is an integer k01 such that for all kk0
the equality rank H (k)V =d(V) holds, where d(V) is the McMillan degree of
V (recall that the McMillan degree of V coincides with the size of the
matrix A in a minimal realization V(*)=I+C(*I&A)&1 B). Denote by
k(V) the minimal such integer k0 . The next result is probably well known,
but we were not able to locate a reference.
Proposition 5.2. If V(*)=I+C(*I&A)&1 B is a minimal realization
of V(*), then k(V)=min[ p1: col[CA j] p&1j=0 is left invertible, and
[B, AB, ..., Ap&1B] is right invertible].
Proof. We use the formula H (k)=[CAi+ j&2B]ki, j=1 . If col[CA
j] p&1j=0 is
left invertible, and [B, ..., A p&1B] is right invertible, then clearly
rank H ( p)V =rank[col[CA
j] p&1j=0 [B, ..., A
p&1B]]=[the size of A]=d(V).
Conversely, if rank H ( p)V =d(V), then (since rank H
(q)
V d(V) for every q)
rank[col[CA j] p&1j=0 [B, AB, ..., A
p&1B]]=d(V)
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for q= p, p+1, ..., and taking q sufficiently large, so that col[CA j] p&1j=0 is
left invertible, we obtain that rank[B, AB, ..., A p&1B]=d(V). Therefore,
[B, AB, ..., Ap&1B] is right invertible. Analogously, one proves that
col[CA j] p&1j=0 is left invertible. K
We also need the lower block Toeplitz matrix
L (k)V =_
I
v1
b
vk&1
I
. . .
} } }
. . .
v1
0
I& ,
and the upper block Toeplitz matrix
Y (k)V =_
I
0
v1
. . .
} } }
. . .
. . .
vk&1
b
v1
I & ,
associated with the r.m.f. V(*).
Theorem 5.3. Let F(*), G(*), F1(*), and G1(*) be n_n r.m.f.’s with
value I at infinity such that (5.2) holds. Then, for p=1, 2, ..., the following
representations hold true
K ( p)=&H ( p)F1 Y
( p)
F +H
( p)
G1 Y
( p)
G , (5.5)
K ( p)=L ( p)F1 H
( p)
F &L
( p)
G1 H
( p)
G , (5.6)
The counterparts of formulas (5.5) and (5.6) for the Bezoutian of matrix
polynomials was established in [AJ], [LeT1]. In the scalar case they go
back to Bezout [B] and Cayley [C]. Note that in the polynomial case the
matrices H ( p)V are triangular.
In order to prove Theorem 5.3 we need some auxiliary results which are
of independent interest. Let
F(*)=I+CF (*I&A)&1 B, G(*)=I+CG(*I&A)&1 B (5.7)
be a joint controllable realization of F and G, and let
F1(*)=I+U(*I&V)&1 WF1 , G1(*)=I+U(*I&V)
&1 WG1 (5.8)
be a joint observable realization of F1 and G1 .
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Proposition 5.4. If T is the Bezoutian associated with (5.2), (5.7), (5.8),
then for any k=1, 2, ...,
TAk&V kT=Rk , (5.9)
where
Rk := :
k&1
i=0
ViR1Ak&i&1(k>1), R1 :=WG1 CG&WF1 CF . (5.10)
Proof. We use induction on k. First we note that for k=1 equality
(5.9) was already proved in the course of the proof of Theorem 3.1 (see
(3.7)). Now assume that we have proved already that
TAk&1&Vk&1T=Rk&1 (5.11)
for some k2, where Rk&1 is defined by (5.10). Multiply both sides of
(5.11) by A from the right. Then
TAk&V k&1TA=Rk&1
Using (3.7) we can rewrite this equality as
TAk&Vk&1(VT+R1)=Rk&1A. (5.12)
But Vk&1R1+Rk&1 A=Rk , and therefore (5.12) can be written as
(5.9). K
Now we shall establish formulas for K ( p) in terms of the realizations (5.7)
and (5.8).
Proposition 5.5. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 5.3. Then the
following representations of K ( p) in block matrix form hold true:
K ( p)=[UV j+k(&WF1+WG1)+UV
jRkB] p&1j, k=0 , (5.13)
K ( p)=[(CF&CG) A j+kB&URjAkB] p&1j, k=0 , (5.14)
where Rk are defined by (5.10) (by definition, R0=0).
Proof. Formula (5.4) gives
K ( p)=[UV jTAkB] p&1j, k=0. (5.15)
Using formula (5.9) and formula (3.2) from Theorem 3.1, we obtain
TAkB=(V kT+Rk) B=V kTB+RkB=Vk(&WF1+WG1)+RkB,
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and hence
UV jTAkB=UV k+ j (&WF1+WG1)+UR
jRkB,
which proves (5.13). Analogously,
UV jT=U(TA j&Rj)=(CF&CG) A j&URj ,
and therefore,
UV jTAkB=(CF&CG) A j+kB&URjAkB.
This proves formula (5.14) K
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Compute the ( j, k) entry #jk( j, k=0, 1, ..., p&1)
of the block matrix in the right-hand side of (5.5). We have
#jk=UV j \ :
k&1
i=0
ViWF1 CF A
k&i&1B+VkWF1+
&UV j \ :
k&1
i=0
V iWG1 CG A
k&i&1B+VkWG1+
=&UV j :
k&1
i=0
ViR1Ak&i&1B+Vk+ j (WF1&WG1)
=&UV jRk B+UV k+ j (WF1&WG1).
Now (5.5) follows from (5.13). In a similar way one shows that (5.6)
follows from (5.14). K
Now we turn to representation formulas for the Bezoutian T. Using
(5.13), (5.14), (5.15), and the connection (5.4) between K ( p) and T, we
obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.6. Let T be the Bezoutian associated with (5.1), (5.7),
(5.8), and let p be an integer bigger than or equal to
max[k(F ), k(F1), k(G), k(G1)]. Then we have the following representations
for T :
T=(col[UV j] p&1j=0 )
(&1) [UV j+k(&WF1+WG1)
+UV jRk B] p&1j, k=0 (row[A
jB] p&1j=0 )
(&1), (5.16)
T=(col[UV j] p&1j=0 )
(&1) [(CF&CG) A j+k&URj AkB] p&1j, k=0
_(row[A jB] p&1j=0 )
(&1), (5.17)
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where (col[UV j] p&1j=0 )
(&1) is a left inverse of col[UV j] p&1j=0 , and
(row[A jB] p&1j=0 )
(&1) is a right inverse of row[A jB] p&1j=0 .
The one-sided invertibility of these matrices is ensured by Proposition
5.2.
We can also use formulas (5.5) and (5.6) to obtain other representations
for T.
Writing the coefficients in the power series expansions of F, G, F1 , and
G1 in terms of the realizations (5.7), (5.8), one can easily deduce from (5.6)
and (5.4) the formula (1.13) from Section 1. A similar representation
formula (which we do not write here) can be deduced from (5.5) and
(5.4). Slightly different representations of the Bezoutian T are given in the
following corollary.
Corollary 5.7. Assume the hypothesis of Corollary 5.6. Then the
following representations of T hold true:
T=&{row[V jWF1 ] p&1j=0 _
I
0
CF B
. . .
} } }
. . .
. . .
CF Ap&2B
b
CF B
I &
&row[V jWG1 ]
p&1
j=0 _
I
0
CG B
. . .
} } }
. . .
. . .
CG Ap&2B
b
CG B
I &= (row[AjB] p&1j=0 )(&1),(5.18)
T=&(col[U jV] p&1j=0 )
(&1) {_
I
UWF1
b
UV p&2 WF1
. . .
. . .
} } }
. . .
UWF1
0
I& col[CF Aj] p&1j=0
&_
I
UWG1
b
UV p&2 WG1
. . .
. . .
} } }
. . .
UWG1
0
I& col[CG Aj] p&1j=0= . (5.19)
Furthermore, the following factorization formulas for the Bezoutian T
can be easily deduced from (5.16) and (5.17):
T=(row[V j (WG1&WF1)+RjB]
p&1
j=0 ) } (row[A
jB] p&1j=0 )
(&1),
T=(col[UV j] p&1j=0 )
(&1) col[(CF&CG) Ai&1+URi&1] pi=1 .
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We finish this section by proving additional representation formulas of
the Bezoutian in a factored form. As in Section 3, we use the notation
A_F =A&BCF , V
_
G1=V&WG1 U.
Theorem 5.8. Assume the hypothesis of Corollary 5.5. Then the
following formulas hold true:
T=row[(V _G1)
j&1 (WG1&WF1)]
p
j=1 [row[(A
_
F )
j&1 B] pj=1]
(&1), (5.20)
T=[col(U(V _G1)
j&1) pj=1]
(&1) col[(CF&CG)(A_F )
j&1] pj=1 . (5.21)
Proof. First observe that
T(A_F )
k=(V _G1)
k T (5.22)
for k=1, 2, ... . Indeed, if k=1, then (5.22) is just the equality (3.1) proved
in Theorem 3.1. The general case of (5.22) follows easily by induction on k.
Now using (5.22) and (3.2), we see that for k=0, 1, 2, ... the following
equalities hold true:
T(A_F )
k B=(V _G1)
k TB=(V _G1)
k (WG1&WF1),
which implies (5.20). Similarly, using (5.22) and (3.3), one shows that
U(V _G1)
k T=UT(A_F )
k=(CF&CG)(A_F )
k (k=0, 1, ...),
which immediately implies (5.21). K
6. DUAL CONCEPTS
Let G1(*), G(*), F1(*), F(*) be n_n r.m.f ’s having value I at infinity and
satisfying
F1(*) F(*)=G1(*) G(*). (6.1)
We have constructed the Bezoutian T defined by
(*&+)&1 [F1(*) F(+)&G1(*) G(+)]=U(*I&V)&1 T(+I&A)&1 B,
where (U, V) is taken from a joint observable realization for G1(*) and
F1(*), and (A, B) is taken from a joint controllable realization for G(*) and
F(*), as in (2.2)(2.5). This Bezoutian will be called the right null Bezoutian
and denoted Trn in the sequel to distinquish it from several dual concepts
that will be briefly discussed in this section. The terminology ‘‘right null
Bezoutian’’ reflects the main property of Trn , namely, that Ker Trn
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describes the common right null pair of F(*) and G(*). Dual constructions
give rise to three additional type of Bezoutians: the left null Bezoutian, the
right pole Bezoutian and the left pole Bezoutian. All the results of this
paper have analogues for these Bezoutians.
We now introduce these dual concepts. Observe that (6.1) implies
F(*)&1 F1(*)&1=G(*)&1 G1(*)&1. (6.2)
The left pole Bezoutian Tlp associated with (6.1), is, by definition, the right
null Bezoutian associated with (6.2) ; in other words,
(*&+)&1 [F(*)&1 F1(+)&1&G(*)&1 G1(+)&1]
=U1(*I&V1)&1 Tlp(+I&A1)&1 B1 .
where [A1 ; B1 ; C1G1 , C1F1] is a joint controllable realization for G1(*)
&1
and F1(*)&1, and where [V1; W1G , W1F ; U1] is a joint observable realiza-
tion for G(*)&1 and F(*)&1.
For an n_m matrix M we define the left kernel Kel M as the set of all
row vectors x such that xM=0. A subspace L of row vectors is called left
M-invariant if xM # L for every x # L.
The analogue of Theorem 3.2 runs as follows.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that [A1 ; B1 ; C1G1 , C1F1] is a minimal joint con-
trollable realization of G1(*)&1 and F1(*)&1 and [V1 ; W1G , W1F ; U1] is a
minimal joint observable realization of G(*)&1 and F(*)&1. Let L=Kel Tlp ,
where Tlp is the left pole Bezoutian associated with the equality (6.1) and
with these realizations. Then L is the maximal left (V1&U1 W1G)-invariant
subspace in Kel(V1G&W1F) and the left admissible pair
((V1&U1 W1G) | L, PL W1G)=((V1&U1W1F) | L, PL W1F),
where PL is a projector onto L, is the common left pole pair of F(*) and
G(*).
A common left pole pair (A, B) of F(*) and G(*) is defined by the
property that (BT, AT) is a common right pair of (F(*)&1)T and (G(*)&1)T.
The other two concepts of Bezoutiansthe left null Bezoutian Tln and
the right pole Bezoutian Trp associated with the equality (6.1)have to do
with the common properties of the functions F1(*) and G1(*) (rather than
the functions F(*) and G(*)). We will not state the definitions of these
Bezoutians, and only remark that the common left null pair for F1(*) and
G1(*) can be described in terms of Kel Tln , and the common right pole pair
for F1(*) and G1(*) can be described in terms of Ker Trp .
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